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This article shows you how to manipulate the default behaviour of the WebSphere Message Broker Aggregation node to pass a new control message from a Fan-in flow to a Fan-out flow in order to achieve dynamic message splitting and aggregation.

Introduction

IBM® WebSphere® Message Broker has built-in Aggregation Control, Aggregation Request, and Aggregation Reply nodes to facilitate Fan-in/Fan-out message aggregation. While built-in nodes provide static Fan-in/Fan-out aggregation, you need to know before runtime the number of destination applications participating in the aggregation, and you need to provide the address of each destination to the MQOutput node before the Aggregation Request node. However, in some integration scenarios, the number of requests to destination applications is only determined at runtime, and therefore conventional Message Broker Aggregation nodes will not work.

Conventional design using Aggregation nodes
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Problem statement

The design challenge is to split a single incoming request from a consumer application into multiple output requests to the same or different provider applications. The number of requests to the back end can vary from 1 to N depending on the payload. The new design must be flexible enough to route, transform for 1 to N different target systems, and then aggregate the response. Here are the design goals:

- **Simple** -- It must be simple enough to understand and adopt, while still demonstrating the solution.
- **Extensible** -- It must be extensible and customizable for specific customer requirements.
- **Memory efficient** -- It must cache only the required data.
- **Dynamic** -- It must allow segregation and aggregation for a variable number of messages determined at runtime.

Dynamic message aggregation using Aggregation nodes

In dynamic aggregation, the message flow takes control of the default aggregation mechanism (static Fan-in/Fan-out) implemented in the broker to facilitate dynamic aggregation (Fan-in/Fan-out). Here are the design changes to facilitate dynamic aggregation (Fan-in/Fan-out):

- Logic to split and dispatch multiple request messages to the Aggregation Control node
- Only one Aggregate Request node in a Fan-out flow
- A Compute node connected to the control terminal of the Aggregate Control node to capture and cache the individual control message of the request messages
- Configuration of Fan-out message flows to capture individual control messages for each sub-request message
- Configuration of Fan-out message flows to create a single control message from cached individual control messages

In the example below, for the sake of simplicity, the target system is same for all requests.

Prerequisites

Before starting the development, complete the following steps:

1. Set the system environment variable MQSI_AGGR_COMPAT_MODE with the value ON to send a control message. For more information see Using control messages in aggregation flows in the WebSphere Message Broker information center.
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Developing the solution

1. Create a new application named DynamicAggregationAppln.
2. Create a new message flow named DynamicAggregationMsgFlow:

   Figure 4

3. Click on the created message flow, place an MQ Input node on the message flow canvas, and name it SAMPLE,MSG.IN. On the Properties tab, provide the following details:
4. Place a Compute node on the message flow canvas and name it CopyMsgToEnv. Connect the Out terminal of the MQ Input node to In terminal of the Compute node. Then click on the Compute node and insert the following code:

```java
DECLARE msgBodyRef REFERENCE TO InputBody;
CREATE FIELD Environment.Orig.MsgBody FROM msgBodyRef;
DECLARE retRef REFERENCE TO Environment.Orig.XML.Test;
DECLARE iterRef REFERENCE TO Environment.Orig.XML.Test;
DECLARE icnt INTEGER 0;
WHILE (icnt < 2) DO
    PROPAGATE TO TERMINAL 'out1' FINALIZE NONE DELETE NONE;
    SET icnt = icnt + 1;
END WHILE;
RETURN TRUE;
```

5. Place an Aggregate Control node on the message flow canvas. Connect the Out1 terminal of the Compute node to In terminal of Aggregate Control node. On the Properties tab of the Aggregate Control node enter the Aggregate Name DynAggr:

**Figure 6**

6. Place a Compute node on the message flow canvas and name it CombineAggrCnt. Connect the Control terminal of the Aggregate Control node to the In terminal of the Compute Node. Click on the Compute node and insert the following code:
IF (FIELDNAME(Environment.AggrFolder) IS NULL) THEN
  CREATE FIELD Environment.AggrFolder;
  CREATE LASTCHILD OF Environment.AggrFolder DOMAIN 'XML';
END IF;

DECLARE cntRef REFERENCE TO InputRoot.XML.ComIbmAggregateControlNode;
IF (LASTMOVE(cntRef)) THEN
  CREATE LASTCHILD OF Environment.AggrFolder.XML NAME 'AggrReq';
  DECLARE AggrRef REFERENCE TO Environment.AggrFolder.XML.AggrReq[<1];
  CREATE LASTCHILD OF AggrRef NAME 'AggrControlNode';
  DECLARE AggrCntlRef REFERENCE TO Environment.AggrFolder.XML.AggrControlNode FROM cntRef;
  -- Get the Data from Env for AggrReq Node
  CREATE LASTCHILD OF AggrRef NAME 'AggrReqNode';
  DECLARE envRef REFERENCE TO Environment.ComIbmAggregateRequestNode;
  CREATE LASTCHILD OF AggrRef.AggrReqNode FROM envRef;
  DELETE FIELD envRef;
END IF;

7. Place a Compute node on the message flow canvas and name it CreateSingleReq. Connect the Out terminal of the Aggregate Control node to In terminal of the Compute node. Click on the Compute node and insert the following code:

CALL CopyEntireMessage();
DECLARE fin REFERENCE TO OutputRoot.*[<1];
IF (FIELDNAME(fin)='XML') THEN
  DELETE FIELD fin;
END IF;
DECLARE Body REFERENCE To OutputRoot;
CREATE Lastchild of OutputRoot AS Body DOMAIN 'XML';
DECLARE ref REFERENCE TO Environment.Orig.XML.Test;
IF (Exists(ref.*[])) THEN
  MOVE ref LASTCHILD TYPE Name NAME 'Sale';
  CREATE LASTCHILD OF OutputRoot.XML FROM ref;
  DELETE FIELD ref;
END IF;
RETURN TRUE;

8. Place an MQ Output node on the message flow canvas and name it AGGR.REQ.OUT. Connect the Out terminal of the CreateSingleReq Compute node to the In terminal of the MQ Output node. On the Properties tab of the node, provide the following details:

Figure 7
9. Place an Aggregate Request node on the message flow canvas. Connect the Out terminal of the AGGR.REQ.OUT MQ Output node to In terminal of the Aggregate Request node. On the Properties tab of node, provide the following details:

**Figure 8**

10. Place a Compute node on the message flow canvas and name it ComIbmAggrReq. Connect the Out terminal of CopyMsgToEnv to the In terminal of the ComIbmAggrReq Compute node. Click on the Compute node and insert the following code:

```sql
SET OutputRoot.Properties.ReplyProtocol = 'MQ';
CREATE NEXTSIBLING OF OutputRoot.Properties DOMAIN 'MQMD';
SET OutputRoot.MQMD.Encoding = InputRoot.Properties.Encoding;
SET OutputRoot.MQMD.CodedCharSetId = InputRoot.Properties.CodedCharSetId;
CREATE LASTCHILD OF OutputRoot DOMAIN ('XMLNSC');
-- Read Values from Env
DECLARE EnvRef REFERENCE TO Environment.AggrFolder.XML;
IF LASTMOVE(EnvRef) THEN
    CREATE LASTCHILD OF OutputRoot.XML FROM EnvRef.AggrReq[1].
        AggrControlNode.ComIbmAggregateControlNode;
    DELETE FIELD OutputRoot.XML.ComIbmAggregateControlNode.replies;
ENDIF;
DECLARE cnt INTEGER CARDINALITY (EnvRef.AggrReq[1]);
DECLARE cntlRef REFERENCE TO OutputRoot.XML.ComIbmAggregateControlNode;
SET cntlRef.count = cnt;
CREATE LASTCHILD OF cntlRef NAME 'replies';
DECLARE iterCnt INTEGER 1;
MOVE EnvRef FIRSTCHILD TYPE Name NAME 'AggrReq';
CREATE FIRSTCHILD OF Environment NAME 'ComIbmAggregateRequestNode';
DECLARE comIbmRef REFERENCE TO Environment.ComIbmAggregateRequestNode;
CREATE LASTCHILD OF comIbmRef NAME FIELDVALUE(EnvRef.
    AggrControlNode.ComIbmAggregateControlNode.aggregateName);
DECLARE aggrRef REFERENCE TO comIbmRef.*[<1];
WHILE (iterCnt <= cnt) DO
    DECLARE reqNodeRef REFERENCE TO EnvRef.AggrReqNode.ComIbmAggregateRequestNode.*[<1].*[<1];
    CREATE LASTCHILD OF cntlRef.replies NAME (FIELDNAME(reqNodeRef)||CAST(iterCnt AS CHAR));
    CREATE LASTCHILD OF aggrRef NAME (FIELDNAME(reqNodeRef)||CAST(iterCnt AS CHAR));
    CREATE LASTCHILD OF cntlRef.replies.*[<1] IDENTITY (XML.Attribute)replyIdentifier VALUE reqNodeRef.replyIdentifier;
    CREATE LASTCHILD OF aggrRef.*[<1] IDENTITY (XML.Attribute)replyIdentifier VALUE reqNodeRef.replyIdentifier;
    CREATE LASTCHILD OF cntlRef.replies.*[<1] IDENTITY (XML.Attribute)replyProtocol VALUE reqNodeRef.replyProtocol;
    CREATE LASTCHILD OF aggrRef.*[<1] IDENTITY (XML.Attribute)replyProtocol VALUE reqNodeRef.replyProtocol;
    MOVE EnvRef NEXTSIBLING ;
    SET iterCnt = iterCnt + 1;
END WHILE ;
-- clear up ENVironment
DELETE FIELD Environment.Orig ;
DELETE FIELD Environment.AggrFolder ;
DECLARE blbHoder BLOB;
DECLARE options INTEGER BITOR(FolderBitStream, ValidateContent, ValidateValue);
```
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11. Place an MQ Output node on the message flow canvas and name it AGGR.CTRL.MSG. On the **Properties** tab of the node, provide the following details:

**Figure 9**

12. Place an MQ Input node on the message flow canvas and name it AGGR.CTRL.MSG.IN. On the **Properties** tab of the node, provide the following details:

**Figure 10**

13. Place an MQ Input node on the message flow canvas and name it AGGR.RESP.IN. On the **Properties** tab of the node, provide the following details:

**Figure 11**

14. Place an Aggregate Reply node on the message flow canvas. Connect the Out terminals of the AGGR.CTRL.MSG.IN and AGGR.RESP.IN MQ Input nodes to the Control and In terminals of the Aggregate Reply node. On the **Properties** tab of the node, provide the following details:
15. Place a Compute Node on the message flow canvas. Connect the Out terminal of the Aggregate Reply node to In terminal of Compute node. Click on the Compute node and insert the following code:

```
SET OutputRoot.Properties = InputRoot.Properties;
CREATE NEXTSIBLING OF OutputRoot.Properties DOMAIN 'MQMD';
SET OutputRoot.MQMD.Version = MQMD_CURRENT_VERSION;
CREATE LASTCHILD OF OutputRoot DOMAIN 'XMLNSC';
CREATE LASTCHILD OF OutputRoot.XML NAME 'ComIbmAggregateReplyBody';
DECLARE next INTEGER 1;
DECLARE repliesIn REFERENCE TO InputRoot.ComIbmAggregateReplyBody.[next];
DECLARE icnt INTEGER 0;
SET icnt = CARDINALITY(InputRoot.ComIbmAggregateReplyBody.[]);
DECLARE repliesOut REFERENCE TO OutputRoot.XML.ComIbmAggregateReplyBody;
WHILE next <= icnt DO -- 4-way aggregation
    CREATE LASTCHILD OF repliesOut NAME FIELDNAME(repliesIn);
    SET repliesOut.[next].ReplyIdentifier =
        CAST(repliesIn.Properties.ReplyIdentifier AS CHAR);
    MOVE repliesIn NEXTSIBLING;
    SET next = next + 1;
END WHILE;
```

16. Place an MQ Output node on the message flow canvas and name it SAMPLE.MSG.OUT. On the Properties tab, provide the following details:

**Figure 13**

```
MQ Output Node Properties - SAMPLE.MSG.OUT
```

17. After you have completed the above listed steps, here is what the message flow should look like:
How it works at runtime

1. The sample XML has multiple Sale elements -- two of them are used for aggregation and are shown below.
2. CreateSingleReq loops through incoming Sale elements, propagates the highlighted Sale elements for aggregation, and drops them into the AGGR.REQ.OUT queue. Each propagated request is consumed by the Aggregate Request node to keep the details of the aggregation fan-out requests:

Figure 15
3. After all of the messages are propagated to the destination, the flow proceeds from the Control terminal of the Aggregation Control node, and control messages for each request are recorded. As highlighted below, each control message contains a brokerUUID, replyGroupId, and replyIdentifier:

**Figure 17**
4. After all of the messages are propagated to the destination and control messages for each request message are recorded, message flow processing continues from the Out1 terminal of the CopyMsgToEnv Compute node, the combined aggregate message is recorded, and the dropped into the AGGR.CTRL.MSG queue:

**Figure 19**

5. The AGGR.MSG.CTRL.IN node picks the control message from the AGGR.CTRL.MSG queue and triggers the Aggregate Reply node to accumulate the response (Fan-in). When the aggregation works as expected, the control message should always reach the Aggregate Reply node before individual responses (Fan-in) are received.
Figure 20

MQ Input1 receives individual aggregate reply message from the TESTAGGRRES.IN queue and triggers the Aggregate Reply node, which matches the correlation-id for each reply and the replyIdentifier of the control message in order to aggregate all replies. The number of replies to be aggregated is identified by the count. Figure 21 shows that the correlation id of each reply matches the replyIdentifier (MQMD MsgId) for each aggregate request:

Figure 21

Advantages of dynamic message aggregation

- Simple design and easy to configure.
- Easy to implement using built-in WebSphere Message Broker nodes.
- Allows segregation and aggregation for a variable number of messages.

Disadvantages of dynamic message aggregation

- Fan-out and corresponding Fan-in flows are always in a single execution group.
- The message flow processes messages in sequence, and therefore response time is the cumulative sum of the responses of the individual subrequests.
• The message flow thread halts until all subrequest messages are processed and routed to their target applications.

Conclusion

The message flow received one request from the consumer application, split it into a variable number of requests, and propagated them to downstream processes as new requests through a single MQ Output node and Aggregation node. Then the Fan-in flow captured the individual control messages to create a final control message, and the request message flow propagated that final control message to an aggregate Reply node of the Fan-in flow. The Fan-in flow then got the responses of the individual requests, built a composite reply, and propagated it to the original consumer application. In summary, this article showed you how to manipulate the default behaviour of the Aggregation node to pass a new control message from a Fan-in flow to a Fan-out flow in order to achieve dynamic message splitting and aggregation.
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